Student Sustainability Council Meeting
7, December 2016

present: ellen green, lauren thomas, ben trupe, tara, gray, juliana, rachel cook, sophia, gabe, mitch, brad, ryan, jennifer, amanda, william, rob, taryn,

17:59 - meeting begins with introductions
18:03 - First presentation begins with Grant’s bleed blue biogas proposal
18:12 - First proposal comes to an end
18:12 - Q&A session for first proposal begins
18:17 - Motion to extend Q&A by 2 minutes (Ellen, Gabe 2nd)
18:18 - Q&A session for the first proposal comes to an end
18:19 - Second presentation begins with the Outreach Materials proposal
18:22 - Second presentation comes to an end
18:22 - Q&A session begins one the second proposal
18:25 - Q&A session comes to an end
18:26 - Third presentation begins with the Recycled Bench Initiative proposal
18:34 - Third presentation ends
18:34 - Q&A session for the third proposal begins
18:39 - Motion to extend Q&A by 2 minutes (Ellen, Rachel 2nd)
18:41 - Motion to extend discussion by 2 minutes (Will, Ellen 2nd)
18:43 - Q&A for the third proposal comes to an end
18:44 - Financial update given by Gabe Smith
18:45 - Discussion on the bleed blue biogas proposal begins
18:55 - Motions to extend discussion by 2 minutes (Rachel, Julianna 2nd)
18:57 - Motion to vote on Bleed Blue Biogas (Ellen, Will 2nd)

Vote  Yes: 2  No: 12

18:59 - Discussion on SSC Outreach Materials proposal begins
19:08 - Motion to amend Outreach Materials proposal (Will, Mitch 2nd)

Amendment - reduce amount of chargers to five

Vote  Yes: 13  No: 1 (1 abstain)

19:08 - Motion to vote on the SSC outreach materials as amended (Ellen, Amanda 2nd)

Vote  Yes: 12  No: 1 (1 abstain)

19:09 - Discussion on the recycled bench initiative proposal begins
19:10 - Motion to amend recycled bench initiative proposal
Amendment - The benches need to have the SSC logo on the bench in some fashion

**Vote**  
Yes: 14  
No: 0

19:19 - Motion to vote on recycled bench initiative (Ellen, Lauren 2nd)

**Vote**  
Yes: 2  
No: 11 (1 abstain)

19:19 - Discussion on recycled bench initiative ends
19:20 - Discussion on Elementary school proposal begins
19:23 - Motion to amend proposal

Amendment - The SSC will not fund the personnel costs

**Vote**  
Yes: 14  
No: 0

19:24 - Motion to vote on proposal as amended (Will, Gray 2nd)

**Vote**  
Yes: 13  
No: 0 (1 abstain)

19:24 - Discussion on elementary school proposal ends
19:25 - Spring retreat updates
19:25 - Outreach committee updates
19:30 - Development committee updates
19: